GAUGE RAKE
concrete application
tool

DESCRIPTION
Stone Edge Surfaces Midwest Gauge Rake is a 24″ wide
head gauge rake equipped with two sets of interchangeable
cams. A Gauge Rake is used for applying horizontal concrete
overlay mixes, self-leveling concrete mixes (to help disperse
and break the surfaces tension to keep it flowing), high
performance floor coating materials and underlayment materials
where precise, uniform depth is desired. The Gauge Rake
comes with interchangeable “depth” cams, which help you
achieve a smooth floor with the desired thickness.
Based on 25 years of concrete overlay application experience,
Gregg Hensley recommends the Midwest Gauge Rake (the
one we sell), because its design allows the applicator to achieve
a perfect depth without having to maintain a specific angle
on the rake head. This is very important when several
applicators are applying overlay at the same time on the same
job and consistency across the project is crucial.
After applying and using the Gauge Rake to get the perfect
depth…use a trowel or smoother to smooth out your overlay
mix to prepare it for stamping or carving. Need a different
thickness, simply change the removable CAMS on the ends
of the Gauge Rake to one of the many sizes available. The
most common depths are (1/4”) #4 and (3/8”) #6…which is
why we sell our Gauge Rake with the #4 & #6 included along
with the “threaded handle adapter.
NOTE: We only sell the head and cams, you must provide
your own locally sourced long handle.
1 Gauge Rake Head with #4 & #6 Cam Sets (#FXTL135)

MOST COMMON USES
Applying overlays at consistent depths, and helping
self-levelers flow by moving the mix and breaking the
surface tension so they continue to flow.
PRODUCTS USED WITH:
• Stamp Mix
• Spray Mix
• Self-Leveler

• Trowel Mix
• MicroTop
• Level Slope

For additional installation examples, images and training
Videos, visit us online, call or email:
www.stoneedgesurfaces.com | 844-786-6333
info@stoneedgesurfaces.com
Stone Edge Surfaces Division - Turley International
Resources, LLC 4322 South 80th Street, Mesa, AZ 85212

